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BEW Electrical Distributors improves 
services by combining SD-WAN 
connectivity with next-generation security
Co-managed solution by Barracuda Networks and Altinet

Profile BEW Electrical
Founded in 1983, BEW Electrical Distributors today operates 20 

locations, providing the experience and purchasing power of a 

conglomerate to get its customers the products they need at the 

right price.

Profile Altinet
Altinet is a specialist IT security and storage value-added reseller (VAR) 

for IT infrastructures and provides co-managed solutions to enable 

customers to fearlessly expand their IT.

Challenges
Ensuring application performance with normal site-to-site VPN 

connectivity required complex and time-consuming ongoing 

management. The security functions of the existing equipment were 

considered inadequate to deal with today’s Internet-borne threats.

Solution
Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F18 units in every remote location 

and CloudGen F280 at the head office. All with integrated Secure 

SD-WAN, next-generation firewall features, and Advanced Threat 

Protection. Initial setup and hosting of the Firewall Control Center 

by Altinet.

Results
Comprehensive, centrally managed security and WAN connectivity 

for lean operations. Always-on secure connectivity to the head office 

ERP and direct Internet breakout at every remote location under the 

highest security standards. Unprecedented visibility into the network. 

About BEW Electrical Distributors

As one of the largest and longest-standing members of Fegime 
UK, Britain’s oldest electrical wholesale buying consortium, BEW 
is able to compete with the emerging dominance of the nationals 
while still offering a personal service. It’s the blend of corporate 
buying power and family values that makes the wholesale 
network second to none.

Scaling for the future 

In order to provide fast customer services, BEW Electrical relies 
on a central ERP system in the head office, where the company’s 
core business takes place.

Always-on availability at every location is the key to being able to 
provide reliable customer services. All operations are managed 
by a lean IT department. The previous solution, based on a 
cost-effective Taiwanese modem router with integrated firewall 
and VPN, was cheap to acquire, but tricky daily operations and 
deployment, and cumbersome troubleshooting and a lack of 
network visibility ate up the initial savings. Moreover, the existing 
solution did not provide security like Advanced Threat Protection 
and sandboxing, so it was not considered safe enough for direct 
Internet breakouts for every remote location. 
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A new solution was required to overcome such challenges, with 
a special focus on advanced security, scalability, highly integrated 
central management, and SD-WAN in one integrated, cost-
effective solution.

With the expertise provided by Altinet, BEW Electrical ultimately 
decided for an all-in-one solution by Barracuda Networks: the 
Barracuda CloudGen Firewall. 

The new needs-based solution is a small desktop form factor: 
Barracuda CloudGen Firewall F18 devices for every remote 
location and an F280 for the head office. Central management is 
now a breeze with the Firewall Control Center hosted by Altinet. 
Built-in multi-tenancy ensures that BEW Electrical has full control 
over all of its Barracuda CloudGen Firewall devices at every 
location.

Preemptive troubleshooting, instant network visibility, and full 
lifecycle management are now available centrally with the 
Barracuda Firewall Control Center hosted by Altinet.

Unlike the old solution, the Barracuda CloudGen Firewall solves 
all the challenges above and more:   
Cloud-based sandboxing, Advanced Threat Protection, and full 
next-generation firewall features ensure security at the highest 
levels, in spite of the F18’s small size. All F18 and F280 devices 
also include secure SD-WAN functionality for uninterrupted 
connectivity. All devices come with the ability to VPN into the 
office from home via an ultra-stable dedicated VPN protocol with 
unlimited clients, available for Windows, macOS, and Linux.

“The ease of VPN deployment 
was simply astonishing.”

Matthew Marven 
IT Manager 
BEW Electrical

Currently, BEW Electrical is using a subset of the full secure SD-
WAN capabilities. Main connectivity to the most remote locations 
is provided by a leased line with a DSL line for instant failover 
provided by the CloudGen Firewall. The CloudGen Firewall also 
reliably detects if the leased line is up again, and automatically 
fails back to the main line, all without session loss or work 
interruption.

“The Barracuda CloudGen 
Firewall helped us with PCI 
compliance by making it really 
easy to separate out all of 
our PDQ terminals into own 
VLANs.”

Matthew Marven 
IT Manager 
BEW Electrical

Expansion ready

Barracuda CloudGen Firewall with secure SD-WAN provides all 
the functions to expand the uplink concept to utilize up to 24 
broadband uplinks simultaneously and replace expensive leased 
lines.

Adding new outlets and remote locations is a breeze with Zero-
Touch Deployment. The new devices can be shipped directly to 
a remote location. Any employee can just connect the power and 
plug in the network cables. Within minutes, the device will self-
configure from the Firewall Control Center.

For more information about other Barracuda successes, 
please visit: blog.barracuda.com

https://blog.barracuda.com/

